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Driving Traffic 

My attempts to drive traffic to Run Gainesville were primary through Facebook, 

Twitter, StumbleUpon and Reddit.  Occasionally, if I felt the blog post appropriate, I 

would create a thread at the forum of Men’s Health Magazine or Runner’s World 

Magazine.  Generally, at the completion of each post I would post a link to said post on 

Facebook and Twitter, along with either a basic description of the post or some kind of 

teaser, which I hoped would generate enough curiosity to drive visitors to the site.  Blog 

posts related to specific organizations, such as the Florida Track Club or Fit2Run, I 

would post to that organization’s Facebook page.  I found that I often had strangers 

commenting, almost exclusively positively, on these posts, particularly those at the 

Florida Track Club Facebook page.  My attempts to drive traffic to Run Gainesville 

through magazine forums seemed mostly in vain, as many of the posts were too specific 

to Gainesville or North Florida to garner widespread attention. 

 However, I did receive some widespread attention from the site Reddit, 

http://www.reddit.com, which I discovered toward the end of September.  Reddit, which 

has accumulated several million daily viewers over the past two years, is kind of a like a 

worldwide message board.  The site has subsections for different topics, one of those 

being “Running,” which, as of Nov. 16, has 17,884 “subscribers,” or people who like to 

see Running posts on their Reddit front page.  There is also a Gainesville subreddit, 

which is called “GNV,” and has 718 subscribers.   



Reddit was an excellent gauge for both the widespread relevance of a blog post 

and also the local relevance.  For example, I submitted of my latter posts, “10 Things I’ve 

Learned From Three Years of Running,” to the Running subsection of Reddit, and it 

generated 843 views that day, almost three times more views than any other single day, 

and another 99 the next.  I attribute the success of that post to its succinctness, 215 words, 

and its humor, but mostly to its resonance with the average runner.  Although the idea for 

the post came from my experiences running in Gainesville, the 10 topics can apply to just 

about anyone who’s ever laced up and taken a run. 

 Furthermore, the Gainesville (GNV) subsection of Reddit provided an effective 

gauge of local interest in purely Gainesville-related posts.  In GNV, I didn’t judge interest 

in a particular post by views, but rather by comments on the post.  “Gainesville’s Green 

Acres Park: The Place to Be,” for example, generated 11 comments on the actual post 

itself and, more importantly, a multi-voiced discussion about other excellent and little-

known trails in the area. 

  


